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Today in the conditions of globalization of economy a personnel, his knowledge, level of qualification and efficiency, becomes one of important directions of receipt of competitive edge and providing of skilled safety of any organization. The height of competition at the market of labor substantially complicates the tasks of bringing in, motivations and withholding of employees, therefore companies perfect the approaches constantly.

Along with understanding of necessity of найма, development and withholding of talented people, organizations know that they must manage talent as major resource for the achievement of the best results and her skilled providing.

Management by talents is critically an important process, which allows to organizations to pick up exactly those people that would be able to bring a most contribution to work of company taking into account current and future priorities of business. A process embraces all key aspects of life cycle of employee is a selection, development, educating, planning of career and management by the productivity.

Growing fluidity of global labor-markets, displacement of demography of labor force and change of character of work, hamper bringing in development and withholding critically of important talent, creating a value for organization [6]. Talent stimulates the productivity, and in turn commands with the best people come forward at higher level. Leading organizations know that exceptional business activity is conditioned by excellent talent. People are a resource, skilled providing of organization.

Talent is strategy, skilled safety of organization. Another, no less important problem that stands before many companies is a requirement in permanent development of ability effectively to create and move knowledge, which is an important factor in the achievement of competitive edge at the market [11]. Actuality of study of conception of absorptive ability of organization, or, in other words, her capabilities to acquire knowledge, master them, transform, and, finally, save and use for the increase of economic and financial indicators, flows out from here [2, 11].
But on the other hand, now not so a question is widely studied that, how exactly and by means of what practices a company can influence on the absorptive ability, that underlines actuality hired once again.

The aim of this research is determination of intercommunication and influence of practices of management by talented employees on ability of companies to find, master, transform and use new knowledge (absorptive ability).

A management is extremely important talents for the acceptance of different decisions, first of all, at strategic level; it allows engaging an employee in a management by a mission or tasks of organization [1, 2]. However, it is needed to mark that at the large variety of determinations of «talent» in domestic and foreign literature uniformity is absent in the question of research object, that does not allow to form single determination of talent.

In addition, in a number of sources other terms different from talent are used, under that the similar categories of employees are understood. For example, many scientific publications [2, 3, 4, 6, 11], sanctified to the management by talents, take talent for something in itself understood and does not give some obvious determination. On the whole, it is possible to distinguish a 2 going near determination of talent: the first characterizes talent as man; at the second approach authors are inclined to take this concept rather to descriptions of personality.

Analyzing the row of determinations of different authors, it is possible to notice that talent as a rule is used together with such concepts, as skills [6, 7, 10], competence/of competence [9, 11], potential and effectiveness [4, 5]. Taking into account different approaches and concepts, allowing to expose a term «talent», it is possible to form one most capacious, that in future and will be used by us in the process of current research: talented employees are employees, possessing prominent knowledge, abilities and skills, able to apply them in accordance with the needs of company and introduce a most contribution to creation of value of firm, dismantle the extremely high results of labor, high level of motivation, and also possess high potential to professional development and height.

Presently all more companies realize the necessity of reorientation from a management by a personnel on conception of management by talented employees, because exactly talent is a main factor, which defines success of companies, and ability of organization to attract, develop and retain talents will be a main competitive edge during many years. From the moment of appearance of management conception by talented employees in works of researchers, a considerable change suffered understanding of source of talents in organization.

Most early works turn greater attention on internal talent of employee [10]. In later works, authors underline importance of internal search of talents also [10]. Moreover, researchers, pay attention to underestimated of conception management talented employees in modern organizations.

Many companies add enormous efforts for bringing in of new employees, but at the same time, spend time not enough and facilities on withholding and development
of talents that already work in organization, putting the same under a threat her skilled providing and violating the system of her skilled safety, violating principle, that control system talents must be by part of control system by a personnel, that provides business strategy of any company on all her levels and making system of her skilled safety.

In addition, it should be noted that for the last thirty years began actively to collect popularity in literature [10] conception of absorptive ability of organization (Absorptive Capacity, ACAP), and particular interest of researchers in this area attracts influence of ACAP on the organizational educating, exchange by knowledge, innovativeness and job of firm performances.

First this term was identified by Cohen and Levinthal, which examine absorptive potential as important component of activity of firm and long-term survival. Authors [8] determine absorptive ability as «ability to recognize the value of new information, assimilate, analyze her and apply companies» to the commercial aims.

The determination given by Cohen and Levinthal implies that the obvious and necessary condition of success with absorption of knowledge is mechanisms and structures of firms, sent to that, to spread knowledge through her internal and external borders. It is possible to suppose that absorptive ability «depends on ability of organization to interchange knowledge and to communicate inwardly».

Thus, absorptive ability is a critical factor that embraces all organizations as an absorptive process is opened out. Conception of ACAP, as it was already marked before, possible to attribute to organizational ability to take in and assimilate the knowledge got from outside.

Ability of organization to acquire new knowledge was described both conceptually and empiric by means of strategic management and from the economic point of view, and the factors of absorptive ability were related to the different organizational results (for example, productivity, innovations, management by changes etc.).

Also conception of absorptive ability was studied on the different levels of management, such as state, inter-organizational and organizational. And although basic part of existent research work of conception and ACAP investigated at organizational level, it is possible to mark that a corresponding theory specifies on that organizational ACAP is base on individual ability of employees to take in knowledge, although existent researches after the practical worker of fastening ACAP and processes of УЧР scanty enough.

Only in not many researches the special attention was spared to influence of skills of separate persons on ACAP with support on corresponding preceding knowledge and experience, which is owned by well-informed employees or so-called «gatekeepers». In addition, the level of education and educating of employees, and also conception of administrative cognition, were considered as prevailing factors for developing flair of employees to identify, assimilate and use new knowledge.

If to examine the concept of absorptive ability from the point of view of theory, then
he can be attributed to the area that is very near to the area of management knowledge, by being presently part of general management by human capitals and, in given, case it is needed to mention the classic model of I. Nonaka and H. Takeuchi [8] SECI examining a forestage spiral process of transformation of knowledge from non-obvious (tacit) in obvious (explicit) and back.

It is necessary to mark that hired does not contain direct mention of absorptive ability of company, but the model offered in her is near with the model of ACAP S. Zahra and Jn. George [18]. Already it grounds to us to suppose that conception of absorptive ability is closely related to the theory of management by human capitals in organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-obvious knowledge</th>
<th>Non-obvious knowledge TO</th>
<th>Obvious knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From</td>
<td>Socialization</td>
<td>Externalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obvious knowledge</td>
<td>Internalization</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Model SECI I. Nonaka and H. Takeuchi [8]

This thesis is confirmed by researches proving, that a level of absorptive ability of organization is in strong dependence on the presence of employees, possessing the set of competences relevant to the business necessities, in this connection it is accepted to consider that human capitals are a main type of resources, forming ACAP.

In addition, because the question is not about the general competences of firm, and about the competences of concrete employees, it will be just to suppose the presence of dependence between practices of management by the talented employees, directly sent to optimization of number of workers, not only possessing necessary knowledge and skills but also able to introduce a most value in organization, and absorptive ability of company. All practices of development of talented employees are base on motion of knowledge into a firm.

If to examine absorptive ability of organization in accordance with the model of S. Zahra and G. George, acquisition of knowledge is related to the search and authentication by new potentially to useful information out of firm. Comparing between conception of absorptive ability and model of SECI I. Nonaka and H. Takeuchi, it is possible to mark that the stage of acquisition of knowledge corresponds to the stage of socialization and partly stage of externalization, because in an order to be purchased, external knowledge must be not simply identified, but also adopted by the employees of company.

Speaking about the programs of development of talented employees, it is possible to assert that to this stage it is possible to take both the programs of the
formal educating, including the external training, and development in investigation of maintenance of contacts with different parties concerned, including suppliers, competitors, partners, clients and external experts.

While in the process of the formal training handed on employees obvious torches (explicit knowledge), ranging and maintenance of business mutual relations allows to get non-obvious knowledge (tacit knowledge) often being more valuable in connection with their obvious practical applicability and high complication of printing-down. On the stage of mastering information must be widespread into organization and also analyzed and treat her employees.

It can be carried out by means of the internal training, thus both formal and informal, and also through communications between the workers of company. This element of absorptive ability in a most degree corresponds to the stage of externalization and partly stage of combination on the model of I. Nonaka and H. Takeuchi. Third stage, transformation, introduction of new knowledge implies in already existent routines and practices of company.

In success of passing of this stage the most essential role is played by development because of receipt of working experience, because exactly due to him the knowledge purchased and mastered by organization become part of individual knowledge. Consequently, this stage unites in itself the stages of combination and internalization of model of SECI. Finally, on the last of peat-time of model of absorptive ability – stage of the use of knowledge – new knowledge are used so that to bring in the return of organization.

In other words, employees study to use knowledge in practice that corresponds to the stage of internalization. In respect of educating, then here most often there is the use of the informal programs of development, implying, mainly, an elemental exchange by experience between employees straight on workplaces.

Nevertheless, it is needed to mark that on given moment there are not academic works that straight study influence of practices of management talented employees on absorptive ability of organization or intercommunication between them. However, it is possible to do supposition about the presence of influence of practices of management by talented employees on absorptive ability of organization.

Working out the totals, it is possible to say, that on the whole management actively develops talented employees presently and first of all contacts with general practices of management human capitals that is sent to the increase of job of firm, her skilled providing and skilled safety performances.

In addition, conception of absorptive ability of organization is examined in this research. The special importance for further research is played by the analysis of pre-conditions of intercommunication of absorptive ability of organization with the practical workers of management talented employees presented further, existing in academic literature.

It was educed as a result of such analysis, that on the real moment there is not direct proof of such influence in literature, however there is a row of theories on the
basis of that it maybe to suppose about his presence, what will be the article of our further researches.
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